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At high levels of optical illumination, multichromophore arrays can exhibit a novel form of resonance energy
transfer involving the coupling of two donors and one acceptor chromophore. This three-centre energy pooling
is the subject of an investigation into its dependence on the mutual positions and orientations of the
participating chromophores. Employing results obtained through quantum electrodynamical calculation,
comparisons are made between pairwise resonance energy transfer and the novel three-body analogue, with
counterparts to the conventional orientation factor identiÐed. The interplay of such factors is analysed in the
context of molecular architectures based on linear conÐgurations. The relative dominance of cooperative and
accretive mechanisms for energy pooling is addressed and the relative alignments and magnitudes of the donor
and acceptor transition moments and polarisabilities are shown to have a profound e†ect on achievable
pooling efficiency.

1. Introduction
The resonant transfer of energy from sites of excitation to
other amenable sites, beyond wavefunction overlap, is a well-
known aspect of photophysics. Much of the interest in reso-
nance energy transfer (RET) concerns systems where
excitation transfers between donor and acceptor chromo-
phores with a relatively Ðxed mutual orientation within a
molecular assembly. Such processes play an essential role in a
host of complex media, for example light migration within
photosynthetic systems,1h3 intra- and interlayer energy
exchange in LangmuirÈBlodgett Ðlms,4,5 and, as recently
observed, in self-assembled conjugated polymer superlattices.6
It also has an emergent role in vibrational energy redistri-
bution in water,7 and in proteins it is increasingly employed
as a means of determining internal distances, through mea-
surement of ensuing Ñuorescence (FRET).8,9 Alongside these
experimental observations, recent theory shows that RET can
be signiÐcantly enhanced by an o†-resonant laser beam (laser
assisted resonance energy transfer).10,11

The basic phenomenon of energy transfer was, until recent-
ly, thought to proceed by one of two mechanisms : short-range
radiationless transfer with an inverse sixth power distance
dependence12 or conversely a long-range radiative emissionÈ
capture process following the familiar inverse square law.13
These two mechanisms have subsequently been identiÐed as
asymptotes of a uniÐed theory operative over all post-overlap
distances.14 This theory, whose classical precursor involved
the incorporation of retardation features in dipole coupling,15
in its modern quantum electrodynamical form establishes the
detailed distance-dependent interplay of retardation and
quantum uncertainty.16

A great deal of attention has focused on the role of the
structural link between donor and acceptor, commonly
termed the bridge or spacer.17 Much research has revolved
around the determination of interchromophore distances,
both in systems where the bridges are rigid18,19 and in others
where they are Ñexible,20,21 tasks well-suited to the data that
RET studies produce.12 Furthermore the e†ects of spacer
length,22 the nature of like and unlike chromophores,23 and

orientation factors20,24 have been investigated. Recently the
discussion has widened to multichromophore arrays, an area
in which much synthetic e†ort is directed towards the pro-
duction of efficient mimics of the photosynthetic light harvest-
ing centre.25,26 In this context, the nature and evolution of
single excitations within large molecular arrays has been eluci-
dated for a variety of systems including cyclodextrins,27 multi-
porphyrins,28,29 and dendrimers.30,31

In all the commonly studied situations cited above, each
and every fundamental energy transfer step takes place
between one donor and one acceptor. The theory behind this
pairwise (or bimolecular) energy migration, in systems
accountable to post-overlap distance regimes, is well-
documented in the literature32,33 and serves simple situations
well. However, recent work has revealed that bridging species
may play a far less passive role, signiÐcantly modifying the
transfer process.34 In such cases, it is no longer adequate to
model the process as simply a donor/acceptor interaction, as
the electronic inÑuence of the bridging species has to be prop-
erly accounted for.35h38

At the high levels of laser illumination associated with the
onset of optical nonlinearity, two or more electronic excita-
tions are likely to coexist locally within a multichromophore
array. If decay lifetimes are sufficiently long, such a situation
will arise even at comparatively modest intensities. Now con-
sider that also present in the array are chromophores whose
energy levels are amenable to acquisition of the dual excita-
tions via a novel energy transfer process. This has been termed
three-body energy pooling.38h40 Here, and in the following,
“bodyÏ or “centre Ï is a generic term for the donors and
acceptorsÈeither distinct molecules or chromophores. Such
(non-collisional) pooling interactions can be described in
simple chemical terms by the equation

A*] B] A@* ] A] B*] A@

with A and A@ being chemically identical donor species (the
prime serving only to distinguish between them), B is the
acceptor, and the asterisk indicates electronic excitation. It is
important to note that the total energy transferred to the
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Fig. 1 Cartoon of di†erent pooling pathways. On the left and right
are accretive pathways, with energy accrued at A@ and A respectively ;
the central path shows cooperative pooling. White, black and shaded
circles indicate excited, ground and virtual state species respectively,
and asterisks represent the locale of excitation(s).

acceptor is less than or equal to the sum of initial excitations
of both donors, any losses being due to initial vibronic relax-
ation of the donor excited states. Also it is to be understood
that neither A nor A@ has an upper level suitable to accommo-
date the combined energy of two A* states. Dual excitation
delivery to a single acceptor site is not unlike two-photon
FRETÈthe fundamental di†erence between the two is that, in
the latter, a single energy transfer step is responsible for depo-
sition of the two-photon excitation energy of a single
donor.41,42

In various chemical disciplines, examples of this energy
pooling are evident.43h45 Interestingly the architectural and
photophysical properties of many supermolecular dendrimers
and multichromophore arrays lend themselves to the
exhibition of this novel process. Previously the authors have
elucidated the existence and interplay of possible mechanistic
pathways for three-body energy pooling, termed cooperative38
and accretive,40 as illustrated in Fig. 1. SpeciÐcally, the coo-
perative mechanism is concerned with direct pooling of donor
excitation at the acceptor ; accretive channelling is speciÐcally
where the excitation of one donor is Ñeetingly accrued by the
second before net transfer to the acceptor. In pooling systems
the prevalence of the cooperative and accretive mechanisms
has been proven to show reverence to limited architectural
features.39

2. Theory

In this section a concise summary of the theory leading to the
key results is laid out. The reader keen to focus directly on the
orientational features of those results is invited to skip ahead
to Section 3.

As a fully Ñedged quantum theory of light and matter,
molecular quantum electrodynamics (QED) is the proper plat-
form on which to base investigations into three-body pooling
processes.46 In terms of QED, conventional resonance energy
transfer is described as a virtual photon exchange between a
pre-excited donor and a ground state acceptor. The messenger
photon is deemed virtual due to its unobservable nature, and
its correct representation invokes a sum over all possible
wave-vectors and polarisations. To account fully for any inter-
vening medium e†ects, descriptions in terms of photons (which
strictly represent vacuum energy propagation) are here super-
seded by a formulation in terms of polaritons.47

Consider the three-body energy pooling system comprising
two chemically identical donors A and A@ along with a chemi-

cally independent acceptor, B. The Hamiltonian for such a
system can be written as

H \ Hbath] ;
m/A, A{, B

Hmolm ] ;
m/A, A{, B

Hintm . (2.1)

In eqn. (2.1) the polariton bath Hamiltonian is explicitly

Hbath\ Hrad] ;
mEA, A{, B

(Hmolm ] Hintm ) (2.2)

in which is the second-quantised radiation Ðeld Hamilto-Hradnian. In eqns. (2.1) and (2.2), and are the molecularHmolm Hmtm
and moleculeÈÐeld coupling Hamiltonians respectively for
molecule m. At distances beyond wavefunction overlap where
the electric dipole approximation can be implemented, the
latter operator is deÐned by

Hintm \ [e0~1l(m) É dM(Rm) (2.3)

with l(m) being the electric dipole moment operator and Rmthe position vector for m. As discussed elsewhere,48,49 the elec-
tric displacement Ðeld operator, may be cast in termsdM(Rm),of a mode expansion modiÐed to accommodate the inÑuence
of the intervening medium. Explicitly, this expansion for the
polariton-mediated exchange is given by

dM(Rm) \ i ;
p

;
m

;
j/1

2 Ae0 +u
p
(m)vg(m)

2cV0 n(m)
B1@2A(n(m))2 ] 2

3

B

] [e(j)(p)P
p, m, j eip Õ Rm [ e6 (j)(p)P

p, m, js e~ip Õ Rm]. (2.4)

Expression (2.4) embraces a summation over polariton modes
characterised by wave-vector p, polarisation j [unit vector
e(j)(p) and complex conjugate and frequency Thee6 (j)(p], u

p
(m).

index m is included to indicate branches of polariton disper-
sion over which the refractive index is n(m) and the group
velocity Moreover P and Ps are the polariton annihi-lg(m).
lation and creation operators respectively and is the quan-V0tisation volume.

The overall rate, C, for energy transfer processes is express-
ible via FermiÏs golden rule

C\
2n
+

oM
fi

o2ob (2.5)

where is the density of Ðnal states of the acceptor depen-obdent on its internal vibronic structure. The probability ampli-
tude or matrix element, for three-centre energy pooling isM

fi
,

described by the fourth-order term in the time-dependent per-
turbation expansion

M
fi

\ ;
r, s, t

S f oHint o tTSt oHint o sTSs oHint o rTSr oHint o iT
(E

i
[ E

r
)(E

i
[ E

s
)(E

i
[ E

t
)

(2.6)

where initial and Ðnal system states, o iT and o fT, are coupled
through virtual states o rT, o sT and o tT. In general, each of the
system states, o nT, featuring in (2.6) has energy and takesE

nthe form of a product of the eigenstates of HmolA , HmolA{ , HmolB
and The latter Hamiltonian di†ers from throughHbath . Hradexplicit accommodation of the host medium interaction, so
that its quanta are correctly described as polaritons.

By following techniques detailed elsewhere,16,38h40 e†ecting
the summation of all contributions to (2.6) leads to the identi-
Ðcation of three groups of terms corresponding to physically
discernible features of the pooling process, and characterised
as follows :

M
fi

\ M
fi
coop] M

fi
accl ] M

fi
acc2 (2.7)

(see Fig. 1). The right-hand side of (2.7) comprises contribu-
tions associated with the cooperative mechanism along(M

fi
coop)

with two accretive terms associated with energy being accrued
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at either A or A@ Explicitly, the three individual(M
fi
accl) (M

fi
acc2).

contributions to eqn. (2.7) may be written as

M
fi
coop\ k

i
0a(A)V

ij
(nk, R)a

jk
b0(B)([k, [k)V

kl
(nk, R@)k

l
0a(A{)

(2.8a)

M
fi
accl\ k

i
0a(A)V

ij
(nk, RA)a

jk
b0(A{)(2k, [k)V

kl
(2nk, R@)k

l
0a(B)

(2.8b)

and

M
fi
acc2\ k

i
0a(A{)V

ij
(nk, RA)a

jk
b0(A)(2k, [k)V

kl
(2nk, R)k

l
0a(B)

(2.8c)

introducing transition dipole moments lxy(m)\ Sx o l(m) o yT,
intermolecular separation vectors R \ RB [ RA , R@\ RBand and implementing the rule of sum-[ RA{ RA \ RA{ [ RA ,
mation over repeated Cartesian indices. Eqns. (2.8) also intro-
duce the energy identities andEaA [E0A \EaA{[ E0A{ 4 Ea0Asignifying that the chemically equivalent A2Ea0A \Eb0B \ 2+ck,
and A@ have an initial excitation energy of +ck. For the
reasons stated in Section 1 however, +ck is not to be identiÐed
with the photon energy which initiates the optical excitation,
since non-radiative losses may be incurred.

The form and behaviour of the two types of second-rank
tensor and V(nK, r) featured in eqns. (2.8) inviteafi(m)(k1, k2)further discussion and development. The two-photon inter-
action tensor, has the general formafi(m)(k1, k2),

a
ij
fi(m)(<k1, <k2)\;

f

G k
i
ff(m)k

j
fi(m)

(E3
if^ +ck1)

]
k
j
ff(m)k

i
fi(m)

(E3
if^ +ck2)

H
. (2.9)

Eqn. (2.9) invokes a resonance modiÐcation to the energy
denominators, associated with the virtual state f through
which the molecule m progresses. This is explicitly expressible
as where represents the damping energy ofE3

ifm \ E
ifm ] iCf , Cfthe virtual state, the sign consistent with time-reversal sym-

metry.50,51 The form of the two-photon interaction tensor
exhibits di†ering properties for alternative pooling pathways.
For accretive mechanisms it plays the role of a variant on the
well-known non-symmetric tensor identiÐable in Raman scat-
tering.52 For the cooperative mechanism the two-photon
tensor exhibits behaviour similar to the index-symmetric two-
photon absorption tensor.46

The results of eqns. (2.8) also contain the second-rank,
index-symmetric, Cartesian, retarded resonance electric
dipoleÈelectric dipole coupling tensor, V(nK, r). Its general
form, which again fully accommodates e†ects of the inter-
vening transfer medium, is given by

V
ij
(nK, r)\

1

n2
An2] 2

3

B2 einKr

4ne0 r3
M(1[ inKr)

] (d
ij

[ 3rü
i
rü
j
)[ n2K2r2(d

ij
[ rü

i
rü
j
)N. (2.10)

Here, in the arguments on the left, n is the refractive index
appropriate for K, which relates to the magnitude of the
energy transferral, and r is a general distance between the con-
nected transition electric dipoles. The behaviour of eqn. (2.10)
necessarily approaches that of the vacuum case when the
refractive index of the medium (and hence the Lorentz
premultiplier) approaches unity. It is within the bounds of
eqn. (2.10) that the power of the uniÐed theory is apparent, as
the short-range and long-range limits(nKr A 1) (nKr @ 1)
revealing r~3 and r~1 distance dependence in V(nK, r) respec-
tively.14 Hereafter, interest primarily lies with the short-range
asymptote, explicitly given by

V
ij
(0, r)\

1

n2
An2] 2

3

B2 (d
ij
[ 3rü

i
rü
j
)

4ne0 r3
(2.11)

analogous to the instantaneous coupling between two electric
dipoles in a molecular medium.46

3. Orientational factors
A well-known feature of the rate of pairwise resonance energy
transfer is its dependence on the mutual orientation between
molecular transition dipole moments, and also their orienta-
tion with respect to the intermolecular vector, as embodied in
the traditional orientation factor i.12,53h55 This parameter
takes values between 0 and 4 and is explicitly given by

i2 \ (cos h [ 3 cos / cos c)2 (3.1)

where h is the angle between the two transition moments, / is
the angle between the donor transition and the intermolecular
vector, and c is the angle between the acceptor transition and
the intermolecular vector. In the rapid di†usion or total dis-
order limit the mean value of the orientation factor Si2T \ 23 ,
a value often sufficiently adequate for use in the Ðrst interpre-
tation of FRET measurements9,54,56Èalthough other values,
taking into account statistical weighting factors, have been
employed.57 Systems with more complicated pair architecture
have also been analysed leading, not surprisingly, to substan-
tially more complicated averaged expressions even in the
rapid di†usion limit.58 There is much intrinsic interest in the
various mathematical attributes of i and much discussion sur-
rounding it.53h59

A simple two-centre energy transfer system requires only
three angles to describe the nature of the orientation factors,
as in eqn. (3.1).54 The addition of a non-passive third body, as
in three-body energy pooling, considerably complicates
matters. Consider a molecular triad representable by the coor-
dinate system shown in Fig. 2, where the acceptor chromo-
phore is situated at the origin, one donor necessarily lies on
the chosen x-axis and the whole three-centre system lies
within the xy-plane. To begin it is useful to view the system as
being fully represented by Ðve groups of three angles namely

/mÈthe angle between lm and RŒ

hmÈthe angle between lm and RŒ @

cmÈthe angle between lm and RŒ A

U
rr{Èthe angle between rü and rü @

Hmm{Èthe angle between lm and lm{

with m representing chromophores A, A@ or B. The 15 angles
may be expressed in terms of a reduced, independent set of 12
variables (the number of internal degrees of freedom in this
six-vector system) by trigonometric means. Application of the
cosine rule yields

cos U
RR_ \

R[ R@ cos U

(R2] R@2 [ 2RR@ cos U)1@2
(3.2)

and

cos U
R{R_ \

R@[ R cos U

(R2 ] R@2[ 2RR@ cos U)1@2
(3.3)

allowing release of the parameters RA, and inU
RR_ U

R{R_favour of R and R@. Use of the identityU
RR{ 4 U,

RA \ RRŒ [ R@RŒ @ (3.4)

then leads to the relationship

cos cm \
R cos /m [ R@ cos hm

(R2] R@2 [ 2RR@ cos U)1@2
. (3.5)

The reduced set of variables for the following calculations is
then as shown in Fig. 3.

The probability amplitudes of eqns. (2.8) invoke tensor con-
tractions of the general polarisability tensor (2.9) with the
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Fig. 2 Generalised co-ordinates for a three-centre system in the xy-
plane.

short-range limit of V(nK, r), eqn. (2.11). The results are as
follows :

M
fi
coop\

1

n4
An2 ] 2

3

B4 o lAplA{paB o iAB iA{B
(4ne0R3)(4ne0R@3)

(3.6a)

M
fi
acc1\

1

n4
An2 ] 2

3

B4 o lAplBpaA{ o iA{BiAA{
(4ne0 R@3)(4ne0RA3)

(3.6b)

and

M
fi
acc2\

1

n4
An2 ] 2

3

B4 o lA{plBpaA o iAB iAA{
(4ne0R3)(4ne0RA3)

. (3.6c)

Eqns. (3.6) contain new, kappa-like, parameters explicitly
given by

iAB \ cos HAB[ 3 cos /A cos /B (3.7a)

iA{B\ cos HA{B[ 3 cos hA{ cos hB (3.7b)

iAA{ \ cos HAA{ [ 3 cos cA cos cA{ . (3.7c)

In deriving eqns. (3.6) the assumption is made for presen-
tational simplicity that all transition moments (both real and
virtual) associated with an individual molecule are collinear.
For example transition moments associated with molecule A,
real [as embraced by the polarisability tensor of (2.8a)] or
virtual [as in eqns. (2.8b) and (2.8c)], subtend a common angle

with the intermolecular unit vector/A RŒ .
The system has been fully described above in terms of a

minimum number of angles to allow adequate generality. To
exemplify and illustrate the extraction of meaningful results

Fig. 3 Degrees of freedom for the internal geometry of a trichro-
mophore array.

from the given expressions it is expedient to reduce the
number of variables. Here, more detailed investigations now
focus on two related molecular geometries under physically
realistic constraints from which graphable results can be
obtained. Consider a linear molecular assembly, amenable to
three-body energy transfer. The participant chromophores can
adopt two fundamentally di†erent arrangementsÈnamely
AA@B (equivalent to A@AB) and ABA@ (equivalent to A@BA). By
inspection the Ðrst of these cases should give preference to the
accretive mechanism and the second, conversely, should
favour the cooperative pathway. Making the transition
moments at both donors equal invokes HAA{\ 0, HAB 4

and along with the ramiÐcations shownHA{B4 H /A \ /A{ ,in Table 1. Fig. 4 illustrates the molecular architecture for
both AA@B and ABA@. Proper accommodation of these condi-
tions in eqn. (2.7) leads to the following expressions for full
quantum amplitude for three-body energy transfer, for the
ABA@ and AA@B conÐgurations :

M
fi
ABA{\

1

n4
An2 ] 2

3

B4 (Ccoop] 14Cacc)
(4ne0R3)2

(3.8)

and

M
fi
AA{B\

8

n4
An2 ] 2

3

B4 (Ccoop] 9Cacc)
(4ne0R3)2

. (3.9)

It should be noted that each of the results (3.8) and (3.9)
encompasses, with clearly di†erent signiÐcance, contributions

Fig. 4 ConÐgurations for molecular triads (a) ABA@ and (b) AA@B
explicitly showing angles (between the transition moments at both/AA and A@ and the intermolecular vector (between the transitionRŒ ), /Bmoment at B and and H (between moleculeÈacceptor transitionRŒ ),
and moleculeÈdonor transition planes).

Table 1 The pertinent quantities for chromophore arrays ABA@ and
AA@B

ABA@ AA@B

U n 0
R@ R R/2
RA 2R R/2
cos hm [cos /m cos /mcos cm cos /m cos /m
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from the cooperative and also both accretive mechanisms.
These contributions are explicitly given by

Ccoop \ o lA o2 o aB o (cos H [ 3 cos /A cos /B)2 (3.10)

and

Cacc \ o lBplApaA o (1[ 3 cos2 /A)(cos H [ 3 cos /A cos /B)

(3.11)

respectively. Both (3.10) and (3.11) share the characteristics of
comprising two groups of factors, the Ðrst representing the
molecular electronic properties and the second the orienta-
tional dependence.

Taking the above results and employing the golden rule,
expression (2.5), yields graphable results for the rate, C(H), of
three-body energy pooling within such chromophoric arrays.
On choosing H, surfaces may then be plotted to illustrate the
rate dependence on and The geometrically interesting/A /B .
situations of H \ 0, n/2 and n are shown on the surfaces con-
tained in Figs. 5 and 6. These 3D plots clearly exhibit the
angular orientations most, and least, amenable to three-centre
energy pooling. When the transition moments are orthogonal
to the intermolecular vectors (i.e. if and/or or/A /B \ n/2
3n/2) low transfer rates are predicted with H having a negligi-
ble e†ect. For the rate maxima, however, a more prominent
dependence on H is observed. When H \ 0, i.e. where all tran-
sition moments are coplanar, it can be seen that the rate
maxima on both the surface for ABA@ and also that for AA@B
occur at the coordinates (0,n), (n,0), (n,2n) and (2n,n).(/A , /B)However if H \ n/2 (transition moment planes orthogonal) or
H \ n (again coplanar), rate maxima occur at coordinates (0,
0), (0,2n), (n,n), (2n,0) and (2n,2n), again for both ABA@ and
AA@B.

4. Discussion
In photoactive systems designed to exploit three-centre energy
pooling, it will be important to optimise photophysical effi-
ciency by having proper regard to the chromophore layout. In
this context it is worth considering a number of physically
important implications which can be drawn out of the results
given in Section 3. In so doing, it should also be emphasised
again that the linear arrays which have been the focus of the
detailed calculation, have been chosen primarily to illustrate
the much more extensive possibilities for application of the
general results of eqns. (2.8).

Consider Ðrst the geometric factors which control the rela-
tive contributions of the single cooperative and the two accre-
tive mechanisms within each system, as given in eqns. (3.10)
and (3.11) respectively. In an ABA@ conÐguration, represented
by eqn. (3.8), the dominant method of transfer is cooperative
pooling, signiÐed by CcoopÈsince the premultiplier of 14reduces the e†ectiveness of the accretive contribution Cacc.
Conversely, in an AA@B chromophore arrangement, described
by eqn. (3.9), the 36-fold comparative increase in the accretive
contributions serves to reduce the potency of the cooperative
pathway. The exchange in dominance of the two pooling
mechanisms stems purely from the di†erence in the relative
interchromophore displacements in the ABA@ and AA@B
arrangements.

Secondly, alongside the angular and positional consider-
ations, the relative magnitudes of the molecular components
of eqns. (3.10) and (3.11) also exert a degree of control over the
rate and method of three-centre energy pooling. SpeciÐcally,
with transition moments for all chromophores roughly equiv-
alent, the main director of mechanistic inÑuence is the magni-
tude of the generalised polarisability (2.9). The geometric
predilection for one pooling mechanism over another can be

Fig. 5 3D plots illustrating how the rate of trichromophore energy pooling for a molecular architecture favouring cooperative transfer, CABA{(H),
varies with angles and at Ðxed H : (a) H \ 0, (b) H \ n/2, (c) H \ n./A /B

Fig. 6 3D plots illustrating how the rate of trichromophore energy pooling for a molecular architecture favouring accretive transfer, (H),CAA{B
varies with angles and at Ðxed H : (a) H \ 0, (b) H \ n/2, (c) H \ n./A /B

Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2000, 2, 2837È2843 2841



Fig. 7 Plot showing how rate maxima in ABAÏ conÐgurations vary
with H the angular dispositions M(0,n), (n,0), (n,2n), (2n,n)N(/A , /B)(dotted line) and M(0,0), (0,2n), (n,n), (2n,0), (2n,2n)N (dashed line).

compensated by employing chromophores with suitably large
polarisabilities. The import of Ccoop is enhanced by a large
acceptor polarisability whereas Cacc beneÐts from a sizeable
donor polarisability. The implication here is that, for example,
even with an architecture biased toward the cooperative
pathway (such as ABA@), the ulterior accretive mechanisms
can still play a signiÐcant role with a suitable choice of donor
chromophore.

By identifying strategies for maximising the rates of energy
pooling in arrays with linear trichromophore architecture,
other broad implications can be identiÐed for real systems.
Figs. 5 and 6 demonstrated two sets of angular dispositions
capable of yielding optimum pooling rates, for both the ABA@
and AA@B conÐgurations. The di†erence between the corre-
sponding optimal coordinate pairs, results from dif-(/A , /B),ferent values of the (cos cos feature of both (3.10) and/A /B)(3.11). SpeciÐcally the Ðrst set, (0,n), (n,0), (n,2n) and (2n,n),
yields the value of [1 and the second, (0,0), (0,2n), (n,n), (2n,0)
and (2n,2n), yields ]1. Using the ABA@ system as an example,
the Ðrst set of angular conÐgurations, assuming molecular
contributions to be normalised to unity, provides the follow-
ing expression for the rate maxima in terms of the angle
between transition moment planes :

CmaxABA{ P M(cos H ] 3)2 [ 12(cos H ] 3)N2. (4.1)

Similarly the second set of points leads to

CmaxABA{ P M(cos H [ 3)2 [ 12(cos H [ 3)N2. (4.2)

Fig. 7 shows a plot of the energy pooling maxima and serves
to illustrate the most favourable molecular geometries. The
overall maximum transfer rate is obtainable when H \ n. The
maximum achievable transfer has its lowest ceiling at the
points where the two functions intersect, revealing the condi-
tions least well-suited to transfer. Equating (4.1) to (4.2) estab-

Fig. 8 Plot showing how rate maxima in AAÏB architectures vary
with H for (n,0), (n,2n), (2n,n)N (dotted line) and(/A , /B)\ M(0,n),
M(0,0), (0,2n), (n,n), (2n,0), (2n,2n)N (dashed line).

lishes this as the case where Similarly for theH \ cos~1(14).AA@B conÐguration, represented by Fig. 8, the crossing point
is where In a conventional kappa-H \ cos~1[3(3 [ 2J2)].
dependent transfer system53 the comparable geometry corre-
sponds to H \ n/2.

The molecular architectures discussed in Section 3 are the
simplest representations of trichromophore arrays. In the liter-
ature, photoactive transfer systems abound, with more being
reported on a regular basis. The examples above only begin to
suggest methods of investigation into the performance and
geometric optimisation of such arrays at high levels of illumi-
nation. For example, there is obviously rich scope for further
investigation of the internal angle U whose primary e†ects
have been presented elsewhere.38 It is hoped that the fully
general results and methods reported here will serve to
encourage and expedite the further analysis of such issues.
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